Leong’s *Who’s Who in China?* offers researchers informative new entries covering selected individuals deemed influential and powerful by “Inspire Publishing’s analyses of publicly available information and selected business publications including *Forbes Magazine*.” The collective biography’s groupings include entries under “China’s Richest People,” ranked by net worth; heads of the largest companies, ranked by the sales of the companies they manage; “Political and Military” figures, ranked by Standing Committee seniority; and “Other People of Influence,” who are not ranked but include economists, educators, professionals, and high-profile individuals in Chinese culture and media. All the subjects are mainland Chinese; i.e., they were born in or are currently citizens of China, and their main work or business is pursued in China. The work includes detailed maps, charts, and color photos of profiled leaders. **Summing Up:** Recommended. General and academic libraries.—*L. Lampert, California State University—Northridge*